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My dear linen loving friends,

Autumn is almost here! Our Autumn Winter collection is a reflection of the beauty that na-
ture creates. The slight crispness in the air brings the promise of change for the new season 
ahead - leaves changing from light greens to rich, beautiful colors. Hues of browns, reds, 
oranges, purples, greens.  Crisp winter mornings, wisps of steam from a hot mug of tea, the 
smell of wood fires in the damp chilly air. 
Growing up in England, I connect these linens to special places in the UK. 
Balmoral Check with Red Stripe is an ode to the beautiful tweed fabrics that Scotland cre-
ates. Salcombe Blue is named after a stunning coast line in South Devon - the water is the 
prettiest shade of blue year round. Saville Stripe, a delicate pinstripe chambray of black and 
grey, this classic looking warm grey linen is reminiscent of beautiful tailored fabrics known 
to the tailors of Saville Street, London.

New designs! Model No.36 is our newest dress to the P&S family, a knee length dress with 
a high neckline and three quarter sleeves, perfect for fall when paired with wool tights, 
brogues and a jacket. 
Blouse No.18 is a collared, long sleeved shirt with buttoning cuffs - a looser fitting, heirloom 
shirt, crafted in a crisp, classic milk white shirting linen. 
Blouse No.19 was inspired by vintage wear from the 1940’s, it’s a flat collar, v-necked, button 
up, short sleeve blouse that I hope you’ll feel is a timeless addition to our collection.

Our collection arrives on Saturday, September 10th at 9 a.m. PST. I hope you enjoy this col-
lection. 

Cheers for Autumn!



ABOVE: Blouse No. 12 and Culotte No. 11 in Copper Plaid Linen. 
COVER IMAGE: Model No. 14 in Espresso Linen. 
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FABRICS

Copper Plaid in medium weight linen. Olive Green in medium weight linen. Trinity Check in medium weight linen.

Balmoral Check with Red Stripe in heavy weight linen. Garnet in medium weight linen. Balmoral Check in heavy weight linen.

Our new fabric designs for the Autumn, Winter season! Our latest 100% premium European, pure 
flax linen collection of timeless designs in our exclusive colors and patterns.  Crafted ethically and 
sustainably in small batches, here in California.

Saville Stripe in medium weight linen. Lambeth Check in medium weight linen. Milk White in medium weight linen.
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FABRICS (Cont.)

Dark Peacock in medium weight linen. Margate Plaid in medium weight linen. Dark Moss in heavy weight linen.

Espresso Brown in medium weight linen. Salcombe Blue in medium weight linen.
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Our bold Lambeth Check lends itself to this playful, button up, knee length dress 
with pockets - it pairs perfectly with sneakers or boots for an easy to wear, year 
round style. 

Model No.10 in Lambeth Check Linen $193
Versatile for cooler temps when styled with tights and a chunky cardigan, or slip 
on some sandals during the warmer months, the No.10 dress is a button up, knee 
length dress with pockets, made in our dark moss, a warm, earthy dark moss green.

Model No.10 in Dark Moss Linen $193

Our best selling, timelessly designed, button up style dress with pockets! Ethically 
made in our Salcombe Blue Linen, inspired by the beautiful blue hues of the coastal 
inlets of Salcombe in South Devon, England.  A mid tone, dreamy blue color.

Model No.11 in Salcombe Blue Linen $203
Model No.11 is an essential in your wardrobe, button up, short sleeves, midi length, 
an easy to wear all day dress. Ethically made in our scrumptiously soft Balmoral 
Check with Red Stripe - think of crisp winter mornings & the smell of wood fires in 
the damp chilly air.

Model No.11 in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe Linen $197



    Model No. 35 in Dark Peacock Linen
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An absolute all-rounder of a dress, with longer sleeves, a button up neckline styled 
in a midi length, crafted in deep black and warm fawn brown check heavy weight 
linen, inspired by those beautiful looking tweed fabrics Scotland is known for.

Model No.12 in Balmoral Check Linen $205
The dress that will take you all through the day and well into the night, with longer 
sleeves, a button up neckline styled in a midi length. There’s so much beauty in old 
Copper pans, smooth from decades of wear and cleaning, the inspiration for our 
rich saturated copper and a deep navy blue plaid, for a vibrant linen colorway.

Model No.12 in Copper Plaid $205

FROM L TO R: Model No. 11 in Salcombe Blue Linen, Model No. 30 in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe Linen.
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A dress for Autumn, our full length, higher neckline, longer sleeved dress is crafted in 
Espresso linen, a darkest brown and deep black chambray linen, which is a wonderful 
insulator during the cooler months. 

Model No.14 in Espresso Linen $208
An elegant, full length dress with a button up neckline, short sleeves and longer 
length skirt, made in Dark Moss, an earthy toned chambray of moody dark green 
threads resulting in a beautiful dark moss green, heavy weight linen.

Model No.16 in Dark Moss Linen $212

Our full length, tea dress with pockets is an easy to wear linen dress, a great 
addition when traveling with it’s easy to style versatility - boots, heels or sneakers 
all work well. Made in Saville Stripe linen, a delicate pinstripe chambray of black and 
grey inspired by suits crafted by the tailors of Saville Street in London.

Model No.17 in Saville Stripe Linen $203
An easy to wear, versatile, comfortable tea length dress with pockets in a beautiful 
chambray of dark blue and zesty turquoise linen, so versatile when paired with 
sneakers for traveling or styled up with a blazer and heels for dinner.

Model No.17 in Dark Peacock Linen $203
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Crafted in Trinity Check, a classic academia inspired dark blue linen with a vertical 
muted white stripe and a horizontal stitched white thread, Model No.18 is a timeless 
style of dress, a nod to the 1900’s with its longer cuffed sleeve and delicate button 
detail. 

Model No.18 in Trinity Check Linen $220
Margate Plaid is back! A complex plaid with navy, red and tan threads, autumnal vibes 
are aplenty in this plaid, timeless enough to wear for all your year round plaid dreams, 
modelled on our midi length dress, with an elegant boat neckline, longer sleeves and 
an adjustable waist tie to give a defined silhouette. 

Model No.19 in Margate Plaid Linen $201

The clean, modern silhouette with patch pocketsand a the box pleat on the back 
bodice creates a soft, comfortable shape, made in Moss Green, an earthy toned 
chambray of moody dark green threads resulting in a beautiful dark moss green, 
heavy weight linen.

Model No.20 Shift Dress in Dark Moss Linen $182
This modern, elegant sleeveless linen dress featuring a clean v-neck line, full length 
skirt and deep side pockets is crafted in our darkest brown chambray of rich brown 
and deep black threads for the perfect balance of function and style, keeping you 
cool and comfortable, and layer a blouse underneath during the cooler months.

Model No.21 in Espresso Linen $199
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A classic collared style dress, whether you’re entering a day of meetings or heading 
out for lunch, this clean looking dress is modern, tailored and comfortable, crafted 
in our soft Olive Green, a saturated, rich, mid tone green in a medium weight linen.

Model No.22 in Olive Green Linen $218
A fun, swingy silhouette, tailored in the shoulders and bust, crafted in our jewel toned 
Garnet, a deep, dark shade of red, in a medium weight linen. This A-line dress is a 
versatile style that pairs well with sandals or styled with a jacket and boots.

Model No.29 in Garnet Linen $213

Our vintage style No.30 dress features a collared, button up neckline and styled in 
a midi length with an adjustable waist tie. Crafted sustainably in our deep black & 
warm fawn brown check with a vertical red stripe. This soft, heavy weight linen is 
inspired by those beautiful looking tweed fabrics Scotland is known for.

Model No.30 in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe $212
Designed to be worn, loved and for memories to be made in, this button up, midi 
length dress with pockets is a nod to the 1940’s, crafted in Lambeth Check, a linen 
inspired by the vibrant, culturally diverse borough of London, featuring a terracotta 
red and navy blue check medium weight linen with a beautiful drape.

Model No.30 in Lambeth Check Linen $212



A versatile dress style featuring a tailored v-neckline, sleeves that hit just above the 
elbow and a longer length skirt, made in a delicate pinstripe chambray of black and 
grey, this classic looking warm grey linen is reminiscent of beautiful tailored fabrics 
known to the tailors of Saville Street, London.

Model No.31 in Saville Stripe Linen $216
A unique linen chambray of dark blue and bright turquoise thread, creating a zesty 
dark turquoise blue medium weight linen modeled in our No.35 heirloom style dress - 
a sumptuous abundance of linen, wear unbelted for the dreamiest, most comfortable 
dress of your dreams, or add the wrap belt for a defined, timeless style. 

Model No.35 in Dark Peacock Linen $245

NEW! A knee length, longer sleeved dress with just enough formality to dress it up 
for work or dress down with some comfy boots. Crafted in our academia inspired 
Trinity Check, a dark blue linen with a vertical white stripe and a horizontal stitched 
white thread.

Model No.36 in Trinity Check Linen $204
An abundance of linen, with its heavy gathering and a soft, elasticated waist band 
combined with deep inset pockets, this skirt is comfortable, functional and the most 
beautiful silhouette. Crafted in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe, this soft, heavier 
weight linen is inspired by those beautiful looking tweed fabrics Scotland is known 
for. Pairs well with Blouse No. 18 and 19 in Milk White linen.

Skirt No.11 in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe $172
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NEW STYLE
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We updated this one (known as the Artists blouse - it no longer has the patch pock-
ets) We love the simplicity this blouse offers, a comfortable, everyday blouse, pol-
ished enough to dress up jeans, this blouse has a box pleat in the back, giving it a soft 
and relaxed fit, made in Copper Plaid, a rich copper and dark blue plaid. Pairs well 
with Culottes No. 11 in Copper Plaid linen.

Blouse No.12 in Copper Plaid Linen $146
NEW! Our collared, long sleeved blouse with buttoning cuffs is a classic, looser 
fitting, heirloom shirt, crafted in a crisp milk white shirting linen. Perfect for travel, 
or simply worn paired with jeans, this shirt will be a longterm favorite. Pairs well 
with Overall No. 10 in Espresso.

Blouse No.18  in Milk Linen $164

NEW! A timeless blouse, inspired by vintage wear from the 1940’s, this linen blouse 
is a v-necked, button up, short sleeve piece that you’ll cherish for years to come, 
made in Lambeth Check, a blue and rust red check.

Blouse No.19  in Lambeth Check Linen $148
NEW! Crafted in a crisp, classic milk white shirting linen,  this timeless linen blouse 
is a v-necked, button up, short sleeve piece that will pair beautifully with jeans, 
shorts or a skirt throughout the seasons. Pairs well with Skirt No. 11 in Balmoral 
Check with Red Stripe.

Blouse No.19  in Milk Linen  $148

NEW STYLE

NEW STYLENEW STYLE



With a slimmer, tailored leg and a clean, elegant side profile featuring deep front 
pockets, straps with buttons and rear patch pockets, these overalls are perfect for 
gardening, running errands or just lounging around in. Made in our rich Espresso 
linen. Pairs well with Blouse No. 18 and 19 in Milk White linen.

Overall No.10 in Espresso Linen $219

Crafted in our buttery soft Copper Plaid linen, the culottes are a comfortable, 
cropped linen pant with a soft, stretchy waist band and deep inset pockets, looks 
sharp paired with lace up boots and a cropped sweater. Pair well with Blouser No. 12 
in Copper Plaid linen.

Culotte No.11  in Copper Plaid Linen $175
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FROM L TO R: Model No. 22 in Olive Green Linen, Model No. 30 in Balmoral Check with Red Stripe Linen.



    Model No. 10 in Lambeth Check Linen
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FIT TIPS:
- For details about what makes each style unique (does the garment has a waist tie, buttons, etc) 
   Please see the ‘Description’ section on the garment page.
- For detailed fit information, such as garment measurements, inseam lengths and unique fit information. 
   Please see ‘Fit details’ on the garment page.
- Linen has no stretch! Our button up styles can strain at the buttons if you are towards the top of your size
   measurement, consider sizing up if you are concerned about gaping, or if you still love the fitted look, fashion   
   tape can help.


